
Instructions Auditioning in person or for  

Self-taping submissions (Auditions) – Please Follow the directions carefully - 

1.) If you are coming you must Bring of everything…  2 headshots with a resume attached photo 

& 2 filled out casting sheets. These can be found on LA Casting under each role or just go to 

my link https://www.samuelwarren.com/acting-classes.html   Scroll all of the way down to 

where it reads “Casting Notices” & select whatever sides/scenes or information that is 

needed. 

For those who are self-taping instead of coming to the audition – Deadline is Friday by Noon 3/20/20 

2.) The self-tape must contain the slating of their name, the role they are seeking, age if the 

talent is a minor & representation or indicate if they are freelancing & giving their parent if 

minor or their contact cell number if they are an adult. 

3.) A phone number must be given on tape & within the email… along with posting their head-

shot & resume. One Photo is enough with the self tape 

4.)  After giving the information on tape the talent should sing their song & dance in place… 

staying within the camera frame. Talent will only sing if their role require them to sing a song 

from the character breakdown – so be sure to check it out. All talent should dance a little to 

1980’s music if the have no song to sing …. Some roles do not have a song in the breakdown 

with a you-tube link.  

5.) Finally, the talent does their lines to the camera with a reader off camera saying the other 

lines in the scene with them.  At the end, the talent slates their name again & gives their 

contact information. The self-tape video should be put into a link – either for vimeo or for 

you-tube. Do not use a we transfer file. The talent’s info is to be sent into one email a not into 

multiple emails.  

6.) Direct all emails to  

swarren07@live.com &  

cecilecfolwarski@gmail.com & they should cc themselves & or their representation if the 

talent isn’t freelancing or self-submitting. 
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